The 48th Open Day of N.T. Heung Yee Kuk Yuen Long District Secondary School was successfully held on 18th March, 2016. During this joyful occasion, 52 clubs and teams joined hands to bring to life our theme for the Open Day: “Cultivate Righteous Character, Strive for Good Qualities for Life”.

The Open Day attracted a lot of participants, including 8 primary schools with nearly 200 students and over 260 guests. With the hospitality and detailed introduction of our students, together with the elaborate displays and interactive games, guests participated in the event attentively and developed a better understanding of the school.

On Open Day, our school was decorated throughout with colourful flags, which conveyed a strong festive atmosphere. The extensive and richly detailed displays in the hall and covered playground demonstrated our students’ remarkable efforts and creativity. Visual Arts Club showed the characteristics of Doodle Art and let participants create their own world by using their imagination. Parent-Teacher Association introduced light clay art. With the modern music of different countries as its theme, Music Club enabled our guests to learn more about modern music through the interactive game – “guessing the song”. Moreover, a Musical Marathon, jazz dance and a wide variety of performances were held in the School Lobby, Basketball Court and on the stage in the hall. These energetic shows highlighted the endless talents of our students in both their academics and extra-curricular activities.

With its outstanding design and decoration, Christian Fellowship obtained the Best Decoration Award, Best Content Award, Best Reception Award and Best Stamp Design Award.
Our Open Day finished at 5 p.m. With a greater understanding of Heung Chung, our guests left our school with beautiful souvenirs and a sense of joy and happiness.